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The rechargeable SureFire 2211® Luminox® WristLight is a cutting-edge, 
versatile tool that provides hands-free tactical illumination for a broad 
range of low-light scenarios — including use with a handgun — that 
also features a high-quality, self illuminated Luminox timepiece. When 
strapped to your support-side wrist, the 2211 Luminox automatically aligns 
with a handgun when the weapon is held with a standard two-handed 
grip, projecting sufficient light for threat identification at close to medium 
range in low light and darkness. The WristLight’s broad MaxVision Beam®, 
created by a precision faceted reflector that shapes the LED’s output into 
a seamless wall of white light, is generated at three levels — 300, 60, 
and 15 lumens. The first two output levels are bright enough to overwhelm 
an aggressor’s dark-adapted vision, providing a tactical advantage, and the 
lowest output level is perfect for tasks that don’t require so much light, 
such as loading gear. There’s even an optional 2211 WristLight Conversion 
Headstrap accessory (sold separately) that allows you to convert the 
WristLight into a headlamp, for tasks where you need both hands and the 
light source a bit farther back, such as working on an engine. 

The recoil-proof, virtually indestructible LED’s output is controlled via either 
of two ambidextrous switches found on the WristLight’s rugged, hard-
anodized aluminum body. The LED is powered by a rechargeable lithium-ion 
battery that’s easily charged using an included micro-USB cable — there’s 
even an integral LED fuel gauge that lets you know when the WristLight 
needs charging. The rugged Luminox watch, powered by its own internal 
battery, features a Swiss quartz movement, a unidirectional rotating bezel 
with timer markers, and self-illuminating tritium hands for reading the time 
in low-light conditions. For the versatility of a variable output illumination 
tool that’s always on you because it’s literally strapped to your wrist, plus 
the functionality of a high-performance timepiece, there’s no beating the 
2211 Luminox WristLight!

MAXVISION 
BEAM®

RECHARGEABLE

¼ Straps to support-hand wrist for instant access to 300 lumens  
 and automatic alignment with pistol

¼ Precision faceted reflector creates perfect MaxVision   
 Beam that’s wide and evenly dispersed

¼ Ambidextrous switching activates three levels of useful light:  
 300, 60, and 15 lumens

¼ Rugged Luminox watch features date, rotating bezel, and  
 self-illuminating tritium dial for low-light situations

¼ Fuel gauge indicates remaining battery power

¼ Powered by an integrated rechargeable lithium-ion battery

FEATURES

2211-B-BK-LMX 084871324854

PART# / UPC 

VARIABLE-OUTPUT RECHARGEABLE LED WRISTLIGHT

2211-B-BK-LMX

OUTPUT High: 300     Med: 60       Low: 15 lumens 

RUNTIME High: 1.0      Med: 4.0      Low: 13 hours

PEAK BEAM INTENSITY 1,100 candela

DISTANCE 66 meters 

CONSTRUCTION Aluminum / high-impact polymer

FINISH Mil-Spec Hard Anodized

WEIGHT (w/batteries) 5.0 oz (141.7 g)

DIMENSIONS 2.4 in x 2.0 in x 1.08 in

BATTERIES One lithium-ion rechargeable battery (integrated)

SWITCHING Push-button

All performance claims tested to ANSI/NEMA FL1-2009 Standard. 
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FUEL GAUGE MICRO

13 HOURS300 LUMENS 66 METERS
MULTIPLE 
SETTINGS
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PACKAGING SPECS FEATURED ACCESSORIES

BODY SPECS

TYPE Telescoping 4-color box with base

HEIGHT 4.4 in (11.17 cm)

WIDTH 5.0 in (12.7 cm)

DEPTH 5.0 in (12.7 cm)

BATTERY TYPE VOLTAGE CAPACITY ENERGY WEIGHT LITHIUM CONTENT

Lithium Polymer 3.7 V 640 mAh 2.37 Wh 14 g 0.192 g

2211 WRISTLIGHT  
CONVERSION HEADSTRAP 

2211 LMX model shown
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